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this a small project which I wanted to experiment with the task of chaining together some running style patterns. My interest
lies in the idea of being able to specify a complete style chain (like a compressor), and then test the effect of that style on
some input audio. So I started by looking at some free, online text to speech apps to see how they would deal with a style
chaining. I was surprised to find that there isn’t anything out there, as it is a niche, but should make for a useful demo. This
project is restricted to MS Windows, so the web output runs through the Winamp application on my desktop. The main
requirement was that I needed an app that was able to run on my machine, that could run without registering the application
with the built-in Windows speech engine. This isn’t the easiest thing to find as speech recognition tech is such a specialty area.
A google search for ‘Winamp Text-to-Speech’ turned up several alternatives for general music streaming, but no solutions for
speech. So I found the closest thing I could, which was a free app called ‘Vokalyzer’. This seemed to be close enough, so I set
about tuning the text to speech settings. I’ve left the tuning of speech recognition settings to the end user, because they are
tricky, and also suitable for an online demo. I’ve designed the app such that the basic task is to listen to audio files, convert the
audio into text, and then play the text back. But there are four additions that make this demo a bit more useful. The first is
that the audio is split up by style,
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